Simon Cummings

Cloud Triptych

for orchestra

STRINGS SCORE
This score, which contains the complete strings music, is designed to be used as a reference in conjunction with the Conductor's Score.

**performance notes**

- ♫ † † † † = excessive bow pressure, pitched but distorted
- × † † † † = utmost bow pressure, pitchless scraping
- ♫ = tremolando
- s.t. = sul tasto  s.p. = sul ponticello
crystalline; aerated
E somewhat warmer
surging with warm radiance
G \( \text{d = 50} \)

H accel.
decaying; darkly lyrical
III.

by turns majestic and explosive

\[ \text{ff} \]

\( \text{q} = 40 \)

\( \text{ff by turns majestic and explosive} \)
pecc rall.

stable; ruminative
poco a poco accel.
ravelled, as if shining from within